Trams Unattended Install/Update Instructions
If desired, agencies can run the installation/update programs without any prompts (without the
wizard) so that the new install and update process on a workstation can be automated. In order
to activate the unattended version of the setup.exe or update.exe, the below cbpparams.ini file
must be saved in the same directory as the setup.exe and/or update.exe and must contain the
necessary settings that are otherwise handled via prompts in the wizard version of our
installation programs.
Instructions for Use:
1) Download the setup/update file as well as the cbpparams.ini file to a common designated
directory.
2) Open the ini file and customize any of the default settings as desired. See instructions below.
3) Push the setup/update file and the cbppararms.ini file to the desired workstations for running
locally. Please note that the cbpparams.ini file must be saved in the same directory as the
setup/update file.
Default cbpparams.ini file:
[GENERAL]
WORKSTATION INSTALL=TRUE
WORKSTATION UPDATE=TRUE
[WORKSTATION INSTALL]
ISNEW=TRUE
ALIASNAME=TRAMS
ALIASPATH="c:\program files\TRAMS\DATABASE\TRAMS.IB"
INSTALLDIR="c:\program files"
ISLOCAL=TRUE
INSTALLCBPLUS=TRUE
INSTALLDOCS=TRUE
INSTALLCBTCONV=TRUE
INSTALLIBCLIENT=TRUE
INSTALLCBCONV=TRUE
PROGGROUPNAME="ClientBase Plus"
[WORKSTATION UPDATE]
CBPLUSEXEDIR="c:\program files\TRAMS\CBPLUS"
For setup.exe please note the following:
Note that the INI file is just a text file with ONLY the below sections that are applicable to the INSTALL
(the other sections are for the UPDATE)
=====================================================
[GENERAL]
WORKSTATION INSTALL=TRUE
[WORKSTATION INSTALL]
ISNEW=TRUE
ALIASNAME=TRAMS
ALIASPATH="c:\program files\TRAMS\DATABASE\TRAMS.IB"
INSTALLDIR="c:\program files"
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ISLOCAL=TRUE
INSTALLCBPLUS=TRUE
INSTALLDOCS=TRUE
INSTALLCBTCONV=TRUE
INSTALLIBCLIENT=TRUE
INSTALLCBCONV=TRUE
PROGGROUPNAME="ClientBase Plus"
=====================================================
Explanation:
ALIASNAME=the TRAMS DATABASE alias name that is going to be created
ALIASPATH=the path to the TRAMS DATABASE alias name above
INSTALLDIR=the directory that will install the TRAMS directory and ALL the sub directories (that
means the TRAMS\CBPLUS directory gets created underneath the INSTALLDIR value
ISLOCAL=local exe’s are installed (not SHARED)
INSTALLCBPLUS=the flag to say install the CBPLUS EXE’s
INSTALLDOCS=the flag to say install the CBPLUS DOCS
INSTALLCBTCONV= the flag to say install the CBT conversion app and components
INSTALLIBCLIENT= the flag to say install the IB Client
INSTALLCBCONV= the flag to say install the CB conversion app and components
PROGGROUPNAME=the program group to create that will link icons to the applications
For update.exe please note the following:
The only sections of the INI file that is read by the UPDATE is below:
================================
[GENERAL]
WORKSTATION UPDATE=TRUE
[WORKSTATION UPDATE]
CBPLUSEXEDIR="c:\program files\TRAMS\CBPLUS"
================================
Explanation:
CBPLUSEXEDIR=the directory where the CBPLUS.EXE is actually located
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